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Introduction: Research has increasingly examined the effects of sleep on athletic performance. Although there is substantial evidence for the detrimental effects of sleep deprivation on athletic performance, few studies have assessed the effects of sleep extension, and most are limited to field or team sports. Additionally, existing sleep extension studies largely exclude sports such as rowing which traditionally have early practice times and therefore represents a population at heightened risk of sleep deprivation. The purpose of the present study is to determine whether sport specific performance benefits are gained when collegiate rowers extend their sleep.

Methods: Nineteen members of the Temple University men's rowing team were asked to increase their sleep to nine to ten hours (540-600 minutes) a night for four weeks, following a two-week baseline period. A two-week post-intervention phase followed the sleep extension period. In addition to daily heart rate variability, three sport-specific measures – related to peak rowing power and pace – were obtained weekly using a rowing ergometer.

Results: Subjects were unable to extend their sleep from baseline during the intervention phase, 392.07 ± 53.69 minutes and 374.11 ± 41.53 minutes, respectively (p = .137). Significant variation was found in the week to week comparison of the Interval test and OR1-Min test.

Conclusion: Since athletes failed to increase their sleep time, we were unable to examine the impact of sleep on performance. It is likely that athletes require more education or access to other strategies to develop the habits necessary for increased sleep. Changes in performance from baseline could be attributed to unmeasured variables, such as stress, nutrition, or changing workload in training.

Introduction

Sleep deprivation and restriction on athletic performance has been central in sleep literature focused on athletics for the past few decades. Studies have questioned the effects of sleep deprivation on athletes and performance in varying age groups, sports, and ability levels. Studies have consistently reported findings of detriment to performance in endurance events, such as time to exhaustion and time trial events, and in power sports such as powerlifting and sprinting. Similar results have been found across the spectrum of talent when athletes are subjected to mild to severe sleep deprivation.¹–⁶ Conversely, few studies explore the effects of sleep extension and increased total sleep time on athletic performance. Widely cited research out of Stanford University found significant improvements in sport specific skills, mood, and hand-eye coordination following and during an eight-week sleep extension study with collegiate basketball players.⁷ Since that publication, several other studies have found similar results in sports such as rugby, soccer, and tennis to those in the Stanford study.⁸⁻⁹

Athlete monitoring and biofeedback has provided a new, technology driven method for training high level athletes. Heart rate variability (HRV), a measure of the change in time between consecutive heartbeats, or the R-R interval, has been shown to be an accurate predictor of recovery.¹⁰ HRV is a
reflection of vagal nerve activation which controls parasympathetic and sympathetic nervous system activity. Higher HRV values generally correlate with greater health and recovery while lower values with worse recovery and greater risk of injury and illness. As sleep is the primary time when mental and physical recovery occurs, daily HRV recordings provide an objective measure of the recovery quality from the previous night of sleep.

The ability of an athlete to recover will directly influence how well they will perform on consecutive days of practice and competition. Effectively monitoring how long it takes an athlete to recover from a training session or competition can give insights into the training strategies being used and what modifications may be needed. Utilizing HRV as a method of monitoring fatigue and “readiness” in athletes and teams correlates with performance and injury risk in a host of different athletes, suggesting a simple and cost effective tool for coaches.

Rowing is a sport with unique physical requirements, with athletes requiring both high levels of endurance as well as strength. As a sport with traditionally early practice and race times, athletes often do not obtain the recommended seven to nine hours of sleep each night. With sleep deprivation a known hindrance to performance, observing these athletes obtaining eight or more hours of sleep each night will provide continued insight into both the effects of sleep deprivation, as well as the effects of recommended and extended amounts of sleep. As an underserved and physiologically different group of athletes, rowers provide a unique population for expanded work on sleep extension.

This study aims to determine whether a period of sleep extension leads to improvement on ergometer performance in collegiate male rowing athletes. We hypothesize that there will be improvement on the rowing ergometer performance as a result of sleep extension and that HRV will increase as sleep increases.

**Methods**

Nineteen rowers from the Temple Men’s Rowing team elected to participate in this study. To assess natural changes in sleep, all participants were to refrain from any caffeine consumption and to avoid the use of diphenhydramine containing sleep aids such as ZzzQuil© or supplements such as melatonin. Any participants who were taking prescribed or over-the-counter medication that affected sleep were excluded from this study. Alcohol consumption was prohibited. Participants were excluded if they had any sleep disorders. Screening was done using three validated questionnaires to assess daytime sleepiness, sleep quality, and sleep apnea risk; the Epworth Sleepiness Scale, the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index, and the STOP-Bang.

Prior to participation, all subjects were given material pertaining to the specific aims and goals of the study and all subjects provided written informed consent. Ethical approval for this study was given by the Temple University Institutional Review Board.

This eight-week study employed a three phase within-subjects study design (Figure 1). Data collection began at the start of the 2019 spring semester with a two-week (13 night) baseline period. At the start of the third week, participants were instructed to increase their sleep to a minimum of nine hours each night for four weeks. If subjects were unable to achieve this amount of sleep each night, they were instructed to make up the rest of the time through naps during the day. Following the four-week sleep extension intervention, subjects returned to baseline levels of sleep for another two-week period.
A study was conducted to analyze the impact of sleep on ergometer performance in male collegiate rowers. The study timeline is as follows:

- **Baseline**: Weeks 1 and 2
- **Intervention**: Weeks 3 through 6
- **Post-Intervention**: Weeks 7 and 8

Each participant performed and reported two weekly sport-specific measures of performance (Table 1).

### Table 1. Outcome and Sleep Measures at Weekly Intervals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>OR1-Min</th>
<th>RC1-Min</th>
<th>Interval Test</th>
<th>HRV (ms)</th>
<th>TST (min)</th>
<th>TIB (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>47.62</td>
<td>444.45</td>
<td>111.92</td>
<td>408.52</td>
<td>480.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>47.62</td>
<td>444.45</td>
<td>111.92</td>
<td>408.52</td>
<td>480.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>77.42</td>
<td>461.23</td>
<td>412.62</td>
<td>138.91</td>
<td>387.84</td>
<td>477.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>101.49</td>
<td>49.69</td>
<td>39.25</td>
<td>419.62</td>
<td>37.88</td>
<td>45.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>92.58</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>42.42</td>
<td>37.88</td>
<td>37.88</td>
<td>45.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>42.42</td>
<td>37.88</td>
<td>37.88</td>
<td>45.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>42.42</td>
<td>37.88</td>
<td>37.88</td>
<td>45.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: OR1-Min = Open Rate 1 Minute Test; RC1-Min = Rate Capped 1 Minute Test; HRV = Heart Rate Variability; TST = Total Sleep Time; TIB = Time in Bed. All significant changes are highlighted in yellow. Significant changes in OR1-Min were found between Weeks 2 and 3, and Weeks 3 and 5 ($p < 0.05$). Significant changes in the Interval Test were found between Weeks 4 and 8 ($p < 0.05$).*

### Sport Specific Tests

Measurements of rowing performance were collected weekly through an Open-rate 1-Minute test (OR1-Min), a Rate-capped 1-Minute Test (RC1-Min) and an Interval Test (Interval). The two 1-minute tests are variations on peak power testing common in the rowing community. The Interval Test is a modified version of a 2000-meter predictor workout, 6x500m intervals. All three tests were on a Concept 2 Rowing Ergometer (Concept2, Morrisville, VT). The OR1-Min was a maximal 1-minute effort. No guidance was given to pacing. Total output was measured in average wattage.

The RC1-Min was a maximal effort one-minute test at a controlled stroke rate or rhythm of 30 strokes per minute (spm). Total output was recorded in average wattage. For the Interval Test, participants were directed to perform three maximal effort 90 second intervals with two minutes rest between each. There was no designated stroke rate for this test. The average wattage over the three intervals was recorded. To minimize confounding factors, testing was prescribed for a specific day of the week; Wednesday for the OR1-Min and RC1-Min and Friday for the Interval test. Participants could select what time of day they wished to complete the testing to accommodate class schedules.
Baseline testing for OR1-Min, RC1-Min, and Interval tests were performed during Week 2. All data points are represented as the average value of each study week, with subjects who reported 75% or greater of their data each week included in analysis. Measurements of rowing performance were collected weekly through an Open-rate 1-Minute test (OR1-Min), a Rate-capped 1-Minute Test (RC1-Min) and an Interval Test (Interval). The two 1-minute tests are variations on peak power testing common in the rowing community. The Interval test is a modified version of a 2000-meter predictor workout, 6x500m intervals. All three tests were on a Concept 2 Rowing Ergometer (Concept2, Morrisville, VT). The OR1-Min was a maximal 1-minute effort. No guidance was given to pacing. Total output was measured in average wattage.

The RC1-Min was a maximal effort one-minute test at a controlled stroke rate or rhythm of 30 strokes per minute (spm). Total output was recorded in average wattage. For the Interval Test, participants were directed to perform three maximal effort 90 second intervals with two minutes rest between each. There was no designated stroke rate for this test. The average wattage over the three intervals was recorded. To minimize confounding factors, testing was prescribed for a specific day of the week; Wednesday for the OR1-Min and RC1-Min and Friday for the Interval test. Participants could select what time of day they wished to complete the testing to accommodate class schedules. Baseline testing for OR1-Min, RC1-Min, and Interval tests were performed during Week 2. All data points are represented as the average value of each study week, with subjects who reported 75% or greater of their data each week included in analysis.

Measurements of rowing performance were collected weekly through an Open-rate 1-Minute test (OR1-Min), a Rate-capped 1-Minute Test (RC1-Min) and an Interval Test (Interval). The two 1-minute tests are variations on peak power testing common in the rowing community. The Interval test is a modified version of a 2000-meter predictor workout, 6x500m intervals. All three tests were on a Concept 2 Rowing Ergometer (Concept2, Morrisville, VT). The OR1-Min was a maximal 1-minute effort. No guidance was given to pacing. Total output was measured in average wattage.

The RC1-Min was a maximal effort one-minute test at a controlled stroke rate or rhythm of 30 strokes per minute (spm). Total output was recorded in average wattage. For the Interval Test, participants were directed to perform three maximal effort 90 second intervals with two minutes rest between each. There was no designated stroke rate for this test. The average wattage over the three intervals was recorded. To minimize confounding factors, testing was prescribed for a specific day of the week; Wednesday for the OR1-Min and RC1-Min and Friday for the Interval test. Participants could select what time of day they wished to complete the testing to accommodate class schedules.

Baseline testing for OR1-Min, RC1-Min, and Interval tests were performed during Week 2. All data points are represented as the average value of each study week, with subjects who reported 75% or greater of their data each week included in analysis.

Sleep recordings were collected by the subjects on a nightly basis using a SleepScore Max device (SleepScore Labs, Carlsbad, CA). The SleepScore Max uses ultra-wide band, comparable to ultra-low energy radar, to track the movement and respiration of an individual in bed. A validated technology against both actigraphy and polysomnography. Data collection started when the subject turned the lights out and ended when they woke up the next morning. Total Sleep Time (TST) and Time in Bed (TIB), or the total length of a recording, were assessed on a daily and weekly basis. If subjects were unable to obtain 9 hours of sleep at night, they were encouraged to nap during the day for the remainder of the time. TST and TIB values for naps were collected using the SleepScore Max and added to the TST and TIB from the previous night for cumulative minutes. For analysis, participants who recorded four or fewer nights of sleep during a given week were excluded from the weekly analysis of that week.
Daily HRV Recording

HRV data was collected each morning through the HRV4Training smartphone app, validated in several peer reviewed studies, using photoplethysmography (PPG). Following standard procedures, upon waking, the participants were to sit up comfortably in bed and take their morning HRV. Subjects were instructed to cover the camera lens and camera light of their smartphone device with their finger. The HRV4Training app software uses PPG to detect the changes in blood flow by illuminating the skin and measuring changes in light absorption. Once a strong PPG signal was established, subjects were instructed to sit still, breathing normally, for 60 seconds. Following the collection of the HRV measurement, participants were prompted to complete a short questionnaire of subjective measures of sleep, stress, fatigue, motivation, and lifestyle. Ratings were on a sliding Likert-type scale. If a subject failed to record a minimum of three HRV readings in a given week, their data was not considered statistically viable and was dropped from analysis for that week.

Baseline values for HRV, TST and TIB are based on the average of Week 1 and Week 2 for each variable (Table 1). All data points are represented as the average value of participants who met the requirements listed above for minimum data collection (see Table 1).

Statistical Analysis

A power analysis run prior to data collection to determine appropriate sample sizes for the study concluded 18 participants were needed to have sufficient power for analysis. One-way ANOVA for repeated measures with a Bonferroni post-hoc analysis was run on the weekly averages of our outcome variables, OR1-Min, RC1-Min, Interval, and HRV to determine week to week variability in outcome measures. Statistical significance was set at \( p<0.05 \). Analyses and figures were performed and produced using SPSS software (Version 26, IBM Corp, New York, NY, USA) and Microsoft Excel 2017 (Redmond, WA, USA).

Results

Of the 19 initial participants, five (26%) dropped out. Three due to an inability to follow the sleep extension protocol. One was lost to follow-up, and one was dropped in the fourth week of the study due to starting medication that affected sleep; their data was retained until Week 4. At study completion our \( n = 14 \), average age = 19.14 ± 0.77 yrs, average height = 183.42 ± 5.99 cm, and average weight = 80.21 ± 9.22 kg.

The average results for each week of the study for OR1-Min, RC1-Min, HRV, TST, and TIB are reported in Table 1. There was no significant change between baseline and intervention TIB but there was a non-significant reduction in TST of 18 minutes during intervention (392.07 ± 53.69 vs. 374.11 ± 41.53, \( p = .137 \)) (Figure 2). There was an increase in HRV during intervention but no significant differences between weeks (Figure 2).

Significant differences were found in the weekly OR1-Min results (F(1,6) = 3.392, \( p < 0.05 \)), with pairwise comparison finding significant decrease between Week 2 and Week 3 (M = 80.3 SD = 16.06, \( p < 0.05 \)), and a significant increase between Week 3 and Week 5 (M = -63.3, SD = 11.60, \( p < 0.05 \)) (Figure 3). Significant differences were also seen in the weekly Interval results (F(1,6) = 4.555, \( p < 0.05 \)) with pairwise comparison indicating significant increase between Week 4 and Week 8 (402.23 ± 42.42, 442.00 ± 32.62; M = -39.77, SD = 9.943, \( p < 0.05 \)) (Figure 3).
Figure 2. HRV (rMSSD) and TST (Minutes) over the course of the study.

![HRV and TST](image)

*Note.* Intervention phase from Week 3 through Week 6.

Figure 3. All performance tests during the study.

![Performance Tests](image)

*Note.* Interval and RC1Min use the left y-axis, OR1Min uses the right y-axis. Significant week to week changes are indicated by arrows: orange arrows are for OR1Min, blue arrows are for Interval test. All significance at $p < 0.05$. 
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Discussion

We hypothesized that increased time asleep each night would lead to improvements in ergometer performance in these male rowers. Conclusions could not be interpreted due to the lack of sleep improvements during the intervention phase. We found no change in TIB between baseline and intervention phases but a decrease of 18 minutes in TST. TIB stayed consistent at approximately eight hours for the baseline and intervention phases of the study and dropped by approximately 20 minutes during post-intervention. Baseline and post-intervention TIB were expected to be similar, therefore this difference could suggest that the baseline measurements taken were not indicative of true habitual sleep patterns for participants. A probable cause is due to baseline collection occurring during the start of the school semester when participants could take advantage of the lighter workload to get increased amounts of sleep compared to what they would normally get during the semester, thus skewing the data. Conversely, it is possible that the post-intervention phase reflected a non-habitual sleep pattern, i.e., sleeping less than normal, allowing for the possibility that the pre- and intervention phases were indicative of habitual sleep patterns. Previous research has found average TST to be 416.0 ± 22.2 minutes in elite junior rowers (TIB = 446.1 ± 16.3 minutes) and 442 ± 56 minutes in elite male rowers. How these values relate to normal sleep times in collegiate male athletes remain unclear and future research should explore that question.

HRV behaved as anticipated based on prior research, increasing overtime to suggest a tolerance or adaptation to prescribed workload, though it did not correlate with sleep or performance. Previous research has established HRV as a proxy for recovery and adaptation to stress. Within our population, HRV increased during the fourth and fifth week of the study, indicating a tolerance and adaptation to the workload from the coaches. During the sixth week, when the team traveled and the training load increased, we observed a subsequent drop in HRV. Despite the behavior of the HRV data (see Figure 2), no correlation was found with sleep time. HRV is influenced by many different factors, sleep and training load are only a few of these. These other factors should be considered in future research.

There were significant changes in performance during the study in OR1-Min test and Interval test results. For the OR1-Min test, a significant decrease in performance was found between Week 2 and Week 3 of testing. Although it is unclear what the reasons for this might be, it possibly had something to do with the beginning of the sleep extension phase of the study. Prior research suggests improvements would be seen during and post sleep extension but, possibly transitioning from baseline to intervention phase could have triggered stress or other factors that negatively influenced the performance on the OR1-Min. The start of the spring semester may have played an additional role, with the change from a vacation to a school schedule and workload. This seems to be further supported since performance on the OR1-Min improved close to baseline levels by Week 5 (798.80 ± 70.05, 781.80 ± 57.30), suggesting participants had adjusted to their new schedule and the stress of a new semester was not present.

Only the Interval Test showed significant differences (Week 4 and Week 8). With any repeated test of performance, improvements in test results are expected as a function of practice and familiarization with the test. Only two outcome measures (OR1-Min and Interval) showed significant differences; possible explanations for this are discussed below.

There were no performance improvements from baseline to post-intervention. Performance across all measured outcome variables remained constant or got worse with performance declining in the OR1-Min and the Interval tests between baseline post-intervention (798.80 ± 78.38 vs. 756.22 ± 152.42; 444.45 ± 41.16 vs. 434.83 ± 40.49). Since there were no significant changes made in either TST or TIB, if improvements in performance were observed, they would have been attributed expected changes due to
daily practice. Even when controlling for weight and minimizing the influence of outliers, performance still declined (Data not shown). Though impossible to determine the influence sleep had on test performance, it is worth noting that with total sleep less than the amount recommended by the National Sleep Foundation (7-9 hours), performance decreased over time, suggesting the need for a minimum amount of sleep to expect performance improvements in rowing.

A common observation throughout this study and in previous research is the poor sleep behavior and hygiene of athletes. Both Mah and Swinbourne note that their data support previous findings characterizing the poor normative sleep behavior in athletes. Poor sleep behaviors can be the result of many factors. Lack of education seems to play a role, which includes knowledge about the importance of a consistent bedtime and individual sleep requirements. Individual requirements for sleep will change depending on the lifestyle demands of the athlete and inconsistent sleep schedules can negatively affect sleep and performance. Education programs around individual sleep requirements and developing consistent sleep schedules have shown to be effective in producing positive effects on these indices of sleep in both men and women. Additional factors to consider when assessing the poor sleep behavior of athletes are length and timing of sleep extension interventions, training load, and intensity. Sleep times decreased during the course of the study as intensity increased or remained constant, similar to findings in over-reaching endurance athletes, suggesting disturbances in sleep quality as hard training increased.

There are additional factors that could explain the lack of improvement during the intervention phase. Primary among them was the practice schedule and training plan of the participants. All participants were on the same training plan from the coaches; however it is possible that athletes were doing additional workouts on their own in conjunction with the testing. This could affect how well rested participants were for the test, influencing their performance week to week. It is important to note that this study was performed in a collegiate sports setting, which speaks to its ecological validity.

Another factor that could have contributed to the results we saw was nutrition, as diet can have a large impact on performance. Additionally, lifestyle stress or school stress could have impacted recovery and performance of participants. During the study timeframe there were several exams for classes. Studying would have likely resulted in later nights and higher levels of stress for the participants. We could indirectly monitor stress through the daily HRV recordings for each athlete, although these cannot give specific causes of stress, merely systemic stress and how well the individuals were adapting.

**Limitations**

There were several limitations to this study. First, the athletes were unable to achieve the necessary time in bed and time asleep. As stated previously, this is a group with early practice times, a unique population in this research as most sports studied have afternoon or evening practices. Our participants would have to aim for a bedtime of 8 pm each night to meet the nine hours of sleep required for the intervention. Even with napping they did not achieve the prescribed sleep during intervention. Better adherence might be possible if a study was to look at the effects of smaller increases in sleep, such as a set percent increase over baseline or a specific amount of time, or to assess time in bed rather than total sleep.

Naps have been shown to be effective as supplementing lost sleep but there is a possibility that these could have impacted adherence to strict bedtimes at night. Additionally, the sleep tracker used is designed for bedroom use; episodes of sleep that occurred during the day, such as dozing in class or microsleeps would not have been accounted for. A sensitive wrist actigraph would be able to account for and track these instances.
Second, because these are student athletes with varying class schedules, the participants self-selected the time of day they completed performance tests. This made it challenging to rule out the effect time of day has on the performance. Research suggests that later practice times will lead to improved performance due to circadian rhythm, subjective feelings of more restful sleep, or both.43-45

Thirdly, as this was a small participant group and we did not have a control group, it is difficult to make any determinations or conclusions based on the data collected. This was made more challenging with the data that was missing from imperfect adherence of the participants to the protocol. This missing data also decreases the power of our study. A higher study participation would have been ideal.

Finally, the performance tests used, the OR1-Min, RC1-Min, and Interval tests were all created and implemented following best practice guidelines within the sport of rowing. An alternate method would have been to track a specific workout that the head coach already had as part of the weekly practice schedule instead of implementing something additional to the training program.

Future research should include monitoring of training load and volume during the study, to control for and identify the influence of outside stressors. Non-fatiguing performance tests, such as peak power testing or vertical jump testing will be better for measuring rapid, explosive power. Additionally, tracking a consistent prescribed weekly workout of longer duration would address not having a longer duration test as part of the testing protocol. Finally, using an activity monitor would allow for greater flexibility with napping locations and recording microsleeps, in addition to providing a better gauge of total physical activity on a day-to-day basis for subjects.

Conclusions

We were unable to evaluate the impact of sleep on performance since athletes did not change their sleep during the intervention. The average sleep time for participants was less than what is recommended by the National Sleep Foundation. Despite the amount of training done, participants did not improve on any of the performance measures used. It is the author’s opinion that, in sleeping less than the recommended seven to nine hours, participants hurt their recovery and continued performance over the course of the study. Coaches should include sleep education and reminders as part of their daily interactions with athletes, emphasizing the importance of a good night’s sleep on their performance.
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